AIRPORT ACCESS IDEAS FORUM
INDUSTRY RECOMMENDATION REPORT 2018

Katten Muchin Rosenman UK LLP are delighted to host the Second Airport Access Ideas Forum
in conjunction with the Global AirRail Alliance at our offices in London, which focused on how
autonomous vehicles technology and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) will impact airport infrastructure, revenues and public transport access.
The Forum has provided a fantastic platform in which to explore not only the role in which an
autonomous, on demand and personalised transport service will play in the very near future (to
the extent to which it is not here already), but also how this will work; who would provide it and
what the day to day “look and feel” of a MaaS solution would look like.
There can be no doubt that end-to-end/integrated solutions are the way forward: consumers
demand them in every aspect of their lives, not least when they travel to and from and via
airports. The world and, indeed, our own personal worlds, are becoming so interconnected
and seamless that it is becoming increasingly “clunky” to use multiple applications to book
different aspects of what the consumer regards as a single journey or trip, albeit that that “trip”
is multi-faceted and made up of a number of singular, or standalone, aspects. It must be a truism
(or certainly something approximating a truism) that the solutions which can best provide a
seamless and end-to-end solution of getting a passenger and his/her luggage from their home to
their final destination and back again will steal a march of some significance on anyone trying to
simply do standalone aspects of that process.
Additionally, the opportunities for providers of end-to-end MaaS solutions from a revenue perspective are relatively self-evident. Naturally, and with my lawyer’s hat on, there will need to be a
variety of agreements put in place between the various service providers and operators (ranging
from software providers to car hire companies to hotels to airlines – and just about everything
in between), with a variety of legal rights and obligations which will need to be flowed through
consistently in a number of those agreements, but the law must never be seen as an impediment
to change and development. One of the great attractions of the law to me, right from the days
when I was a young student, has been its ability to adapt to change and development and for,
quite often, centuries’ old laws to be capable of being applied to modern situations. One of the
roles of any lawyer fortunate enough to be involved in providing these solutions is, quite simply,
to work with the industry experts, many of whom were present at the Forum, and to understand
how the solutions can be given legal effect.
I do hope that you enjoy reading the Industry Recommendation Report and that it provides
not only an aide memoire of your day at Katten, but also a springboard for taking the ideas and
concepts contained within the Report forward.
I wish you every success and look forward to working with you all on these ideas in the future.
Alan D. Meneghetti
Partner
Katten Muchin Rosenman UK LLP

Airport Access Ideas Forum is an interactive discussion event designed to highlight the changing
mobility technology and behaviours and the key challenges airports will be facing in the
long-term future to provide seamless and efficient ground transport access for passengers and
employees.
The first Forum took place in 2017 and focused on how new technology and the sharing economy
is changing road access and car parking business at airports, as well as opportunities for public
transport and airport operators to form partnerships to deliver non-aeronautical revenue,
improved customer experience and business development.
The second Airport Access Ideas Forum was co-hosted by the Global AirRail Alliance and the law
firm Katten Muchin Rosenman UK LLP and focused on how autonomous vehicles technology and
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) will impact airport infrastructure, revenues and public transport
access.
London Heathrow, London Gatwick and Aeroports de Paris are currently conducting autonomous
vehicles trials, testing the technology airside and landside to move cargo, luggage, airport staff
and passengers. Brussels airport and DeLinj recently have signed an agreement to start autonomous busses trials to transport passengers and airport staff in a mixed-use road environment.
These airports believe that being at the front of innovation in autonomous vehicles technology
is crucial for their business to stay competitive. Similar tests to trial how autonomous vehicles
behave on public roads and, more importantly, how the public interacts with the technology
are being done in Milton Keynes by UK Autodrive, a government supported programme. The
stakeholders involved in such pilots agree that the importance is not on what aspect the trials are
focusing, but that they are running and that airports are active in these discoveries.
Autonomous, on demand, personalised transport service will play a key role in the future of
Mobility as a Service. Although the transition period will see more traditional transport services,
such as car hailing, taxi, car rental, buses, rail and active travel being the key partners in MaaS
service bundles, the new mobility solutions are absolutely making their mark in the way we will
travel and consume mobility services in the future.
Mobility as a Service can be best described as a monthly subscription service for your transportation needs, just like any other subscription for office space, entertainment or sport. Passengers
will use whatever transport mode they need for their day to day activities and pay a subscription
fee monthly for the services received. There is still a lot of debate on how this will work,
discussing the different level subscription plans, where premium will offer first class, personalised
transport services and the basic level could cover public transport and active travel, such as bike
rental.

The goal of the Airport Access Ideas Forum is to produce
an Industry Recommendation Report highlighting the key
challenges airports are facing, what can be done today to
address them and what opportunities embracing new mobility
solutions can bring in the long-term future.
The big question is who will provide MaaS? Just like airBnB and Uber disrupted hotel and taxi
business, where software developers with no actual property or fleet became the biggest hotel
and taxi operators in the world, MaaS provider can too be someone that does not actually
operate any of the transport services. Public transport operators will then face the risk of losing
the direct relationship with their customers, instead dealing with a third-party organisation.
Munich Airport is taking steps to be the leader of MaaS platform developers, at least for air
travel. Together with Siemens, the airport has developed an information service for passengers
travelling from city centre to the airport, directly to the gate – and vice versa. The Passngr app
offers guidance and indication of expected processing times at the airport, traffic jams on the
road or delays on public transport. The service is based on Siemens SiMobility Connect, enabling
integration of multiple mobility services like taxi, train, car-sharing, Lufthansa Airport Bus as well
as real-time information on traffic. The idea is to connect German Airport to this MaaS app and
offer a through journey booking covering access to/from airport and the flight.
Helsinki was one of the first cities to launch the Mobility as a Serve app Whim. From the app
passengers can find all tickets, fees, timetables, routes, and booking & travel options in one
place. They can choose a monthly package to cover all their daily journeys, or just use pay-asyou-go service. The Whim app has been created by MaaS Global Ltd and is now operational in
Helsinki, West Midlands, Amsterdam and Antwerp.
The goal of the Airport Access Ideas Forum is to produce an Industry Recommendation Report
highlighting the key challenges airports are facing, what can be done today to address them and
what opportunities embracing new mobility solutions can bring in the long-term future.
I hope you will find this report useful and inspiring to continue the conversation.
Milda Manomaityte
Director
Global AirRail Alliance
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Airports are filled with static facilities that don’t cope well with change.
Infrastructure projects take long time to plan and require a lot of capital
investment. But the technology is developing fast and is already radically
changing mobility behaviours of its users. The challenge is to plan for
infrastructure facilities that are flexible and easily adaptable to the changing
mobility and business needs.
With more passengers using MaaS and, possibly, personal autonomous
vehicles to travel to/from airports the demand for curb-side space will keep
growing. Airports are already struggling to manage the drop-off and pick-up
traffic that creates congestion and delays on the roads. Some airports have
introduced “kiss and fly” charge to manage the issue and create an alternative revenue stream.
Proceeds from car parking is still the biggest single source of revenue for
airports but this might change with more people choosing MaaS services for
their airport access journeys. This brings several challenges – how to substitute lost revenue from car parking fees, what to do with car parking buildings
and where to station all the autonomous vehicles outside peak hours?
Currently the demand for car parking space is still growing and airports are
trying to find solutions for short and long-term future on where to place
all these cars. But what happens if the demand drops? Can these car parks
be repurposed into something else – retail or office space? What are the
solutions to transform a windowless, low ceiling concrete space into a place
for people?
With more passengers using
MaaS and, demand for curbside space will keep growing
Plan for infrastructure facilities
that are flexible and easily
adaptable to the changing
mobility and business needs
Autonomous vehicles can use
remote parking facilities, built
on less expensive land

Today the demand for car parks located close to the airport terminal is high,
but with the arrival of autonomous vehicles these buildings can be repurposed or demolished to make way for other commercial developments on
the airport campus. Autonomous vehicles can use remote parking facilities,
built on less expensive land.
Consolidated Rental Car Facilities (CONRAC) are often found at airports in
the United Stated and host not only numerous rental car agencies but often
also include interchanges to other public and private transport services. They
are usually built away from the airport and connected to the terminals by an
automated people mover system. Today CONRAC’s are mostly serving out-oftown travellers but if such facilities will offer MaaS services for residents, it
could double their capacity and revenue potential.

POWER GRID

Another challenge that airports will face in the future is having enough
capacity to service large electrical fleets.
The Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Challenge led by the Climate Group and
C40 Cities, invited states, regions, cities and international business to use
their purchasing and policy influence to accelerate the adoption of electric
vehicles around the world.
The UK Government has released the Road to Zero Strategy committing to all
new cars and vans to be effectively zero emission by 2040. the government
also launched a £400 million Charging Infrastructure Investment Fund to help
accelerate charging infrastructure deployment. The Automated and Electric
Vehicles Bill envisions charging points available and used across the UK.
Similar policies and recommendation are being developed in different
countries around the world and airports need to prepare their infrastructure
to be able to handle the future demand.
More charging stations will
have to be built in and around
car parks
Having a capable electrical
grid could also provide a
potential revenue opportunity
for airports

That means more charging stations will have to be built in and around car
parks. The electricity grids at airports today are not able to cope with such
increased demand. If one car station requires 20-50kW (2-4 hours charging
time), a car park able to handle 1,000 charging spaces for electric vehicles
will have to supply at least 25MW, which is equivalent to about five hundred
four-persons’ households.
Having a capable electrical grid could also provide a potential revenue opportunity for airports, who could offer charging facilities for MaaS providers that
operate autonomous and electrical vehicle fleets.

BAGGAGE

One of the most common reasons for airport bottlenecks and delays are
capacity issues in their baggage halls. The arrival of autonomous vehicles
could present an opportunity for airports to develop remote baggage fulfilment centres, freeing up airport terminal space for retail and other customer
services.

Opportunity for airports to
develop remote baggage
fulfilment centres
Six out of ten airports are
planning to roll out pre-airport
self-service bag tagging
Smart automated guided
vehicles could carry individual
bags using the most optimal
route through the airport

Almost six out of ten airlines are planning to offer their passengers the
option to print their bag tags at home, according to 2017 SITA’s Air Transport
IT Trends Insights. Additionally, up to six out of ten airports are planning to
roll out pre-airport self-service bag tagging via a kiosk and assisted bag drops
at hotels and transport hubs. According to the report, 59% of airlines have
implemented or are planning to deploy bag-tag printing at home, 54% of
airports expect to offer pre-airport self-bag-tagging via kiosks by 2020 (up
from 20% in 2016), and 61% of airports are planning to have implemented
pre-airport assisted bag-drop in the same period (up from 39% in 2016).
Tampa International Airport was one of the first airports in the USA to
introduce remote baggage check-in at the consolidated rental car facility and
the demand for this service has been growing significantly. It was estimated
that 700 passengers a day would use the service, but the system now sees
1,100 passengers on a weekday and about 2,500 on Saturdays.
Autonomous vehicles can transform this service even further, by replacing
the fixed conveyors and sorting systems. Smart automated guided vehicles
could carry individual bags using the most optimal route through the airport
campus and terminals from the remote baggage check-in spot straight to the
aircraft.

DIGITAL

UK Autodrive, which is the largest connected and autonomous vehicle
project in the country, has been testing autonomous vehicles on the streets
of Milton Keynes for almost three years. According to the project leaders,
one autonomous pod generates about one terabyte data a day. Currently,
there is no digital infrastructure in the city capable of transferring this
amount of data, so every day the data is manually transferred from the pods
by physically moving the hardware.
If airports are to be active participants in the Mobility as a Service offering,
their digital infrastructure will have to be capable of communicating and
sharing data with ground access operators, their own autonomous passenger
and baggage fleets, remote car parking and luggage handling facilities,
passenger flow management systems and many more digital services.
Gatwick Airport has invested £15 million to future proof their entire IT
network. The network’s capability has been uplifted by such a scale that it
now matches that of an Internet Service Provider, allowing the airport to take
advantage of the latest technologies such as Internet of Things, superfast
wifi, passenger flow analytics, machine learning and facial recognition.

Digital infrastructure will
have to be capable of
communicating and sharing
data
Finding a reliable data security
partner is key

Cranfield University is building a £67 million Digital Aviation Research and
Technology Centre (DARTeC) to address number of research challenges facing
the aviation industry including a seamless passenger experience which will
focus on developing a more personalised, intuitive and less stressful passenger experience by using digital integrated technology.
Data security is another pressing challenge airports need to address today
to future-proof their operations. With so many different stakeholders participating in the MaaS infrastructure and so much data being shared between
the partners, understanding what type of data is to be kept private and
what type is shared, and to ensure safety of this data, finding a reliable data
security partner is key.

REVENUES

The biggest perceived challenge to airports’ revenues is the potential loss of
car parking income once MaaS and autonomous vehicles fleets will dominate
the future mobility services.
According to Airports Council International (ACI), car parking revenue brings
about 20% of total operational (aeronautical and non-aeronautical) revenue
for airport hubs of all sizes, whilst passenger airline landing fees bring about
18% of total operational revenue. The numbers shift a little bit if you look at
Large (19% car parking and 16% airline fees), Medium (15% and 24%), and
Small (10% and 26%) airports.
Even though car parking and car rental concessions are still a core revenue
stream for airports, the situation is already changing. ACI reports that real
per-passenger revenues from each fell by -3.6% and -4.2% in 2013 alone.
Compared to 2008 levels, revenues are down -14% and -25.1%, respectively.

Proceeds from car parking is
still the biggest single source of
revenue for airports

A report by KPMG found that 74% of UK automotive executives think that
by 2025, more than half of car owners today will not want to own a vehicle,
as self-driving technology and Mobility as a Service will take priority. Uber is
already available at airports in over 400 cities worldwide and Lyft serves over
300 airports in USA.

Airports need to start rethinking
their revenues and business
model

Airports need to start rethinking their revenues and business model, prioritising areas they want to maximise and focusing on the business objectives. For
example, is curb-side capacity more important than at terminal car parking?
If revenues from car parking go down, what other areas can you charge for?

There are many potential
possibilities to develop
alternative revenue streams
in the MaaS and autonomous
vehicle environment

There are many potential possibilities to develop alternative revenue streams
in the MaaS and autonomous vehicle environment. Offering electric car
charging facilities, operating airport-own autonomous vehicle fleet for passenger and baggage services, converting remote car parks into autonomous
vehicles depots and servicing facilities, converting near terminal car parks
into commercial real-estate or using the space for terminal expansion.

BEHAVIOUR
47% of US consumers in 2018
study feel that autonomous
cars will not be safe
Airports should be at the
forefront of autonomous
vehicle trials and market
studies

Trust in autonomous vehicles safety among consumers has already changed
drastically over the past year. A 2018 Deloitte Global Automotive Consumer
Study shows that consumers are more positive about the technology in
terms of perception of safety. 47% of US consumers in 2018 study feel that
autonomous cars will not be safe, which is down significantly from last year’s
74%. The same can be said for every country covered in the study.
To help build the trust even further, Airports should be at the forefront of
autonomous vehicle trials and market studies. Engaging airport passengers
and local communities, involving them in the pilot schemes will help alleviate
some of the unease still surrounding autonomous vehicles use. An early
understanding of the specific challenges and potential for MaaS and autonomous vehicles use in airport environment will ensure that airports will be the
leaders of the future mobility.

POLICY

Technology is developing faster than ever, bringing new providers into
market and shifting business models of airports. A challenge is to create
policies that satisfy all the different stakeholders and stay relevant in such a
dynamic environment, allowing airports to be flexible and robust to mobility
changes.
Arrival of Uber and Lyft has taken many airports by surprise, creating tension
among the traditional ground transport operators. It took a lot of time, trial
and error to figure out how these companies can operate from the airport,
how it will shift the dynamics between different stakeholders, and what are
the revenue models and policies.
To ensure that the airport policies are future-proof, a much better integration of skills is needed when creating steering groups. Introducing new
consultation methods, engaging with different stakeholders and a better
accountability to the community can also help in creating policies that are
relevant and adaptable.
In the Future of the Airline Industry 2035 report, the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) states that it should build relationships with
those responsible for urban planning (not just air infrastructure authorities)
to ensure industry needs are linked into infrastructure planning, particularly
when there are major plans for developments around airports.

How Amadeus’ Multimodal
Mobility solution connects
airports, providers and
travelers
Amadeus provides the technology that keeps the travel
sector moving.
Our ambition is to improve the travel experience for
the hundreds of millions of people who travel each year
by facilitating their entire journey from door-to-door.
Amadeus does this by teaming with and connecting key
players in the travel industry: travel agencies, corporations, airlines, airports, hotels, railways, mobility service
providers and more. We give these companies the tools
to better serve their customers and manage their own
businesses more effectively.
Our people, our technology and our innovation are
dedicated to working with our customers and partners to
shape the future of travel.
Every year we help connect over 1.6 billion people to
local travel providers in over 190 countries. Before they
even get to the airport, our people and our technology
play a part – behind the scenes – in getting them there.
Responding to the ever changing global travel industry
trends, Amadeus has launched a Multimodal Mobility
solution. This allows new partnership opportunities by
working with other industry players in the mobility sector
to promote the most efficient and cost effective methods
of transport for a smooth door-to-door travel experience.
Heathrow Express, Amadeus’ first rail express partner
offers the fastest and most efficient transfer for customers traveling between Heathrow Airport and central
London. Heathrow Express services will be displayed and
bookable through the Amadeus worldwide network of
online and offline travel sellers. We are adding more rail
express operators to our global platform to serve the
needs of domestic and international inbound travelers
when planning their journey ahead. The majority of
airports already target domestic inbound travelers
through searchable content on the web or mobile
applications, but our solution aims to reach travelers on
a global level, allowing easy access to a range of relevant
and competitive bookable content.
The Amadeus Multimodal Mobility solution connects
private and public transportation, based on customer
needs and preferences.

Easily compare various transportation solutions and choose a
preferred one

Conveniently browse through a
relevant offer of transportation
options in the CheckMyTrip App

What are the challenges and how do we
face them?
The increase in global air travel continues to put
airport infrastructure under pressure to support
growing passenger numbers.
The mobility industry is transforming and is changing
customer behavior when considering how travelers
go to and from the airport.
Reduction in carbon emissions adds another
challenge in determining and promoting the most
energy efficient methods of mobility solutions
available.
How does an end-to-end Mobility solution
help address these challenges?
Airports: Increases the awareness of the most
efficient private and public transportation options
and access points to the airport for both domestic
travelers and international inbound travelers
Travel bookers: Easily manage their customers
entire travel itinerary for a complete door-to-door
experience through a single PNR
Travelers: Offers choice of mobility options and
peace of mind ahead of time when planning their
complete journey
Rail and transfer service providers: Promotes
services to a global audience of travelers through
multiple online and offline booking channels.
Contact: Peter Altmann, Head of Mobility at Amadeus

C A SE S TUDIE S

Manuel Chaufrein
CEO & Founder
VIPAIR-e Premium Mobility Services

How to overcome
the limits of
autonomous vehicle
use at airports
In 2014, the Innovation Hub of Groupe Aéroports De Paris started
to explore the potential impacts of robotics and autonomous
vehicles in ADP’s developments and operations. Groupe ADP
launched a major project to enter the learning curve of the autonomous mobility future solutions.
The opportunity and feasibility studies, carried out by the innovative mobility solution consultants VIPAIR-e, identified potential
application of the autonomous technology into over ten use cases,
from airside to landside, car parks to airport city developments.
The selected use case was at the heart of the Airport City business district of CDG Roissypôle.
In 2017 Groupe ADP introduced a field operational test of two
autonomous electric shuttles by Navya. Since March 2018 Keolis
has been operating the service, a public transport line that
extends between ADP Head Office, calling at two hotels, France’s
largest coach station and the suburban airport railway station.
The aim is to test how the automated vehicles behave on a
high-traffic road as well as how they merge and pass within and
extremely dense environment that includes pedestrians, a great
variety of service vehicles, and taxis.
An intelligent communication transport system communicates
traffic signals dynamically with the autonomous shuttles to optimise corrsing of the road safely.

“At the Airport Access Ideas Forum, I am looking forward to learn about other
complex case studies on how airports are implementing Mobility as a Service to
their operations and how Autonomous Vehicles can be combined with rail and
other ground transportation solutions. I am also interested to see how airlines can
contribute to making airport access easier with Autonomous Vehicles.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Testing intelligent communication
networks between vehicles and smart
infrastructure to allow full communication
between vehicles, facilities, terminals and
goods/luggage handling.

Redefinition of real-estate revenue
streams.

Identify fields of development in the mobility airport access sector to avoid disruption
of current revenue streams (carparks, duty
free, etc).

Redefinition of combined services to
travellers (transportation offers and innovative services).

Partner with MaaS platforms to secure
continued affordable access to airports.

Greater and seamless access to and from
the airport city.

Steve Armitage
Head of Intelligent Automation
Heathrow Airport

The opportunities
and challenges of
autonomous vehicles
at an airport
Heathrow was the first airport to start operating autonomous
vehicles when they introduced the Heathrow POD service
between the Business Car Park and the Terminal 5.
Last year Heathrow Airport and the French company Navya held
a three-day event to showcase autonomous electric technology.
Heathrow trialled the Navya Arma at its corporate headquarters.
The demonstration saw the bus navigate a busy carpark during a
lap of roughly 600 metres. The Navya team spent six hours plotting the route and uploading it to the bus, which is then able to
drive without assistance, comparing the route to what it can see
with cameras and lidar sensors. AIG carried out a similar exercise
at its headquarters in late 2017
Heathrow is also part of the GATEway project that is testing a
driverless shuttle in London, based on the Heathrow POD design.
Earlier this year, in partnership with Oxbotica – an Oxford based
company specialising in self-driving software – Heathrow and IAG
Cargo undertook the first airside trial of autonomous vehicles. The
CargoPod vehicle spent three and half weeks running autonomously along a cargo route around the airside perimeter. The trial
collected over 200km of data that will enable IAG and Heathrow
to assess potential opportunities for the use of autonomous
vehicles in airport environments of the future.
The presentation will discuss the opportunities, challenges and
lessons learnt from the trials at Heathrow.

“At the Airport Access Ideas Forum, I am looking forward to learn and discuss the
lessons learned from the other autonomous vehicle trials and to see how it can be
applied to Heathrow’s own aspirations. Overcoming technical issues is an area of
interest but I think that the wider impact to different areas of passenger behaviour
and business development are just as important.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

•
Additional technical challenges for
airside use.

•

Improving airside safety.

•

Operational efficiency.

•

New business models.

•

Behaviour of other road users.

•
Integration into the wider airport
control systems.

Gregory R. Wellman
Vice President, Market Sector
Leader Airports and Air Carriers
TranSystems

Transforming the
Airport Landside
As mobility options evolve, the airport landside will see the greatest change in the history of aviation. Airport operators will need
to focus on two important tools to address this evolution.
Landside Infrastructure – It will be essential to get the most use
out of the existing landside assets and plan for improvements,
including curbfronts, parking garages, and other remote facilities.
The consolidated rental car facility (ConRAC) will be a particularly
important asset. Rental car companies will likely be critical players
in the AV market owing to their fleet management skills and
assets. ConRAC facilities will be an important part of the business
as the key to success will be maximum utilization of the fleet,
which will require the ability to quickly service the vehicles and
get them back on the road to be available for customer use. This
is exactly the business model of existing ConRAC facilities.
Landside Access Policy – A landside access policy is important to
translates airport goals into policy and promote the behavior that
best utilizes the landside assets. It will be important to establish
the hierarchy of the landside facilities based on passenger
preferences. Peak period pricing for both private and commercial
vehicles may be needed. Policies will need to be modified regularly as modes and mode choices evolve.

“At the Airport Access Ideas Forum I am looking forward to
a healthy exchange of ideas and approaches to transform the
air travel experience on the airport landside. I am also excited
to meet other thought leaders who can become valuable
collaborators as we advance in to the autonomous vehicle
future.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Transition during the adoption period as
the adoption rate rises and field of providers normalizes.

The landside operation will become much
safer for passengers and vehicle occupants.

Curbside interactions between autonomous vehicles, regular vehicles and
pedestrians.

Security will improve as MaaS providers
will be able to convey known traveller
data in advance of arriving at the terminal
landside.

Accepting that it is an adaptive challenge,
which requires a completely different way
of thinking to facilitate the process of
adoption.

Airport landside capacity will be improved.

Dennis Mica
Business Development
2getthere

Why Smart
Airports should
start with Smart
Public Transit
In public discussion and industry debate on automated vehicles,
the concepts of automated, shared, and electric are often
confused. The automated vehicle doesn’t reduce the amount of
cars, ride-sharing does. When autonomous vehicles are combined
with electric power and the capacity to transport multiple
passengers with partially shared itineraries, the benefits for Smart
Airports are clear. At the same time, we can easily conclude that
automation is an opportunity for Smart Airports only when done
correctly, and a threat if not.
From the logistical perspective, there are very strong arguments
against the common claim that autonomous vehicles will lead
to a significant reduction in the total number of road vehicles. It
is possible, but it will require the entire system to be configured
so passengers are effectively forced to share vehicles and use
predefined transport hubs (e-architect, 10 November 2016).
However, this kind of model ceases to be a system of autonomous
vehicles and becomes, an automated public transport system
who’s success is dependent on individual’s access to autonomous
vehicles being restricted.
In the end, the most important thing is to discourage people from
using a personal car and to start using public transit. Not only due
to their logistical impact, but because public transit systems are
intrinsically safer than cars – even autonomous cars. Autonomous
cars will reduce the number of injuries and casualties amongst
current car users, but if we increase the number of users by
making autonomous cars more attractive than public transit, we
as society will not experience the full benefit.

“I am looking forward to discuss the above with airports and
consultants and try to have them focus more on the transit
need itself, instead of the current hype on autonomous cars.
Of course I would love to learn more about the people mover
projects that other Airports are working on.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Focus on the transit needs and take action
accordingly; do not wait for the hype to
become reality.

Cost: without the need for a driver, a highly
flexible, high frequency transit system can
be a reality for lower Life Cycle Cost.

Focus on shared means of transport and
combine these with parking of (privately
owned) personal automated cars in the
future.

Operate on schedule or completely on
demand with the same system, creating
more flexibility and better connectivity to
other transport modes.

Set the right safety standards for AV,
comparable to APM systems.

Ability to mix with other traffic (if the
demand allows it), make AV systems easier
to install in built environments.

Ron Hiscox
Director
Airport Process Design

Intelligent
Automated Guided
Vehicles for
Baggage
Technology is being developed to replace traditional baggage
conveyors with autonomous guided vehicles (AGV) to deliver
individual bags throughout the airport campus.
The AGV system is based on intelligent shuttles which travel
independently, but are part of an overall data and planning control
for the airport.
This approach enables the airport to rapidly provide baggage
handling for departing, arriving, and transfer bags within the
terminal and other locations (ramp areas, intermodal, transfer
operations), creating opportunities for new services such as:
•

Widely deployed self-service bag drop

•

Air-rail link baggage handling

•

Baggage delivery options on arrival

•

Improved minimum connecting times for flight operations

“At the Forum, I’m interested in discussing the community
adoption of the As-As-Service (aaS) business model and the
integration of autonomous guided vehicles for passengers and
wider city deployment”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Need for reliable and comprehensive
data to match the system with operational
needs.

Ability to provide on-demand baggage
sortation (departing and arriving) outside
the existing building.

Airline and airport adoption of the
As-As-Service (aaS) business model.

Flexibility to rapidly add or shift handling
capacity.

Infrastructure changes for existing airports.

Increased throughput and operational
sophistication.

Richard Higgins
Head of Surface Access Strategy
Gatwick Airport Limited

Putting new
technology to work
to support growth
Adopting new technologies is an important part of Gatwick’s
£2.5 billion transformation programme. Last year around 2,000
beacons were installed across the airport’s two terminals providing an indoor navigation system that enables augmented reality
wayfinding for passengers and creates a range of other opportunities to enhance the passenger experience. The technology isn’t
confined to the terminals. Gatwick recently migrated the whole of
their IT network onto 16km of fibre optic cabling, providing state
of the art, future-proofed infrastructure.
This summer, Gatwick Airport is trialling electric-powered autonomous vehicles to shuttle staff across the airfield. If successful, this
could be a first step toward the wider use of autonomous vehicles
on the airfield, reducing number of vehicles, emissions and costs.
Gatwick is also working with partners to deliver new mobility
solutions to passengers. Recently the airport partnered up with
Car & Away to host a new peer-to-peer car rental scheme, allowing people to rent out their vehicles while they are travelling

“I am looking forward to sharing experience with other
airports and service providers, and to discuss the common
challenges of embracing the new mobility technologies. I am
also keen to keep up with the latest innovations in
autonomous vehicle technology and MaaS, and see what
airports can do today to prepare for the changing future.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Maintain a safe and secure environment,
both airside and landside, and the need for
proof of technology and systems integration.

Efficient use of resources & space, and
enhance the way we respond to customer
needs and provide choice.

Managing the transition to an autonomous/MaaS future in a constrained and
24/7 live operating environment.
Building in enough flexibility for a range
of futures, speed of adoption, levels of
automation and commercial impact.

Opportunity to reach the full potential for
using our data and information technology
to best serve our passengers and staff.
Helping to remove barriers to mobility and
ensuring air travel is inclusive and accessible to all.

Henrik Rothe
Head of Urban Turbine
Cranfield University

Urban Turbine
research project –
taking on the future
of airports
Urban Turbine aims to gradually develop principles of future
airports evolving from the airport community in their search
for new relationships with the city and in response to societal
changes.

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Many of the challenges are global and too big to be carried out
by one single airport. The project suggests the set-up of a poolfunded research consortia, with an annual financial contribution
from each participating airports. Each contribution would be in
proportion to the airport’s transport units, enabling a fair share
for the participants to benefit from this work and allow airport to
request particular research topics.

Redefine the entire value chain of the
airport model as revenues based on airport
real estate is shifting towards mobility
providers.

Remove passengers uncertainty approaching the terminal by technology based
vehicle guidance.

The research will focus on the following key aspects:

Manage the unthinkable: system failure,
resilience.

•

Simplify the passenger process - abandon triple waiting,
detach bags from passengers, enhance quality dwell times
at the airport and in the city, retail as a joint business of the
airport, airlines and the city;

•

Movement to and from the airport - shared live-work-travel
arrangements, swap car park revenues for alternative
people-focused activities, contextualise driverless car operation to reduce congestion, empty journeys and non-productive
time for people travelling to and working at the airport;

•

Terminal to aircraft - faster boarding, new generation and
electric aircraft and drones, driverless pods connecting to
aircraft, robotized passenger stairs and remote bussing gates.

The research will be run by conducting several smaller studies
over a period of two to three years.

“At the Airport Access Ideas Forum I would like to identify the
technology available for different approach clusters and discuss
the integration of airport processes with planning and transport
management professionals at local municipalities. I would also
like to contemplate the suburbia versus inner city application
- how suitable is the business case of autonomous vehicles
serving the wider community?”

Automate the curb for driverless passenger drop-off and pick-up.

Free land currently occupied by car parks
for alternative, more profitable businesses.
Potentially better control over traffic jams
on the path towards the airport.

Tim Armitage
Associate Director
Arup

Lessons for airports
from UK Autodrive
UK Autodrive is the largest connected and autonomous vehicle
project currently underway in the UK. Focused on the urban
environment the project is demonstrating the operation of autonomous passenger cars on the streets of Milton Keynes.
UK Autodrive started in-city trials on the streets of central
Coventry late 2017 and since April 2018 the project has been
using public roads and car parks in Milton Keynes to show how
connected and autonomous vehicles could make the search for
parking spaces much easier in future.
Over the summer UK Autodrive will trial a fleet of up to 40
low-speed self-driving “pod” vehicles in pedestrianised areas of
Milton Keynes as a last mile public transport system solution.
A final set of demonstrations, involving both types of vehicle, is
scheduled to be held in the autumn, in the project’s two host cities
of Milton Keynes and Coventry.

“I’m looking forward to hearing about the experiences of
airports when considering the adoption of connected and
autonomous vehicles and I hope to be able to share some of
our learnings from the introduction of passenger cars and pods
in two major UK cities. I also hope to engage in discussions
on the timescales for commercial adoption of autonomous
vehicles by passengers arriving at airports and the form that
this adoption may take.”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Understanding and preparing for the
impact of passengers using their own
highly automated vehicles.

Better use of landside facilities and
improved flexibility and efficiency of airside
operations.

Understanding how connected and
autonomous vehicles can redefine airside
operations for passengers, baggage and
freight.

Enhanced efficiency of operations and
improved passenger experience.

Understanding how new technologies can
be introduced whilst maintaining airport
operations.

Introduction of new revenue streams.

Stephan Anescot
General Manager
Smarter Cities Ltd

MaaS - the new
transport paradigm
and the impact for
airports
The objective of MaaS is to lower absolute car dependency and to
empower people by reducing the complexities around transport make it easier, cheaper and more efficient.
It’s promise of being the “go-to place for all mobility needs” also
means an opportunity for all modes to thrive - from existing public
transport networks or car rental companies, to newer modes
and services such as autonomous vehicles or on-demand shuttle
services.
MaaS is no longer just a concept. We have seen MaaS Global
launch their Whim app in Helsinki in December 2017 and then in
Birmingham (UK) in April 2018.
Further deployments to other international markets will surely
follow, and other players will launch MaaS services into the
marketplace.

“MaaS is an all encompassing concept, and I look forward to
discussing it within an airport context. A number of changes and
opportunities brought by MaaS - in particular around driverless
vehicles - could have a tremendous impact on airports of all
sizes, and it will be interesting to discuss this in depth with
industry experts. The international aspect of mobility is a key
to MaaS’ success beyond a simple “aggregator of services”, and
airports are cornerstone to this. ”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Infrastructure readiness at airports for
autonomous vehicles.

Facilitated access to airports (reduced
cost, reduced travel times and complexity)
could heavily increase traveller numbers.

Navigation within the MaaS ecosystem and
the different mobility service providers.
Airports might become more direct
competitors if accessibility is “levelled”
and if services are included within a MaaS
offering. “If I get unlimited shuttles from my
home to Heathrow, might it now drive my
decisions when picking a flight?”

Autonomous Vehicles are more than just
devices to moving people from A to B.
Different types of AVs can produce different opportunties for airports.
Wide range of new potential revenue
streams through MaaS, such as inlcusion of
launce access and other services.

Tine Haas
Senior Transportation Engineer
Dornier Consulting

Planning for future
mobility needs of
passengers
In the coming years, the variety of transport modes will further
diversify as innovative new approaches take shape. As a result,
airports face major challenges regarding their network structure,
business models and mobility solutions.
Different business models focusing on networked transport
are being developed by operators of taxi and driver services,
car-sharing companies and car rental firms. These together with
the emergence of self-driving vehicles, are causing the boundaries
between private and public transport to become increasingly
blurred. New transport services are proliferating and will create a
widely differentiated range of options for travellers, which in the
medium term is likely to make the use of private cars redundant.
What can airports do to protect important revenue streams? How
can they keep up with new mobility trends and accommodate
the mobility needs of passengers and staff? Can airports act as
intermodal transport hubs in the urban environment?
An important development in this context is the proliferation of
electric mobility. Car-sharing companies introduce electric fleets.
Airports increasingly use electric apron vehicles and passenger
busses to reduce their emissions. This evokes the challenge of
power supply and charging infrastructure.
I will discuss major issues and opportunities for airports in the
context of anticipated changes of travel behaviour. I will focus on
infrastructure requirements related to landside access and the
needs of new mobility service providers.

“Airport operators must create policies that find a balance
between using the available space for different travel modes and
at the same time meeting the mobility needs of passengers. Can
they design limited curb space more efficiently? I want to learn
about airports’ experiences with autonomous driving trials.
What strategies will help airports to meet the new demands on
their infrastructure serving both short-term needs today and at
the same time ensuring planning flexibility with regard to longterm developments in mobility?”

Three key challenges for airports
in preparing for autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Three key opportunities for
airports having autonomous
vehicles and MaaS

Understand the trends and changes in
travel behaviour and their effect on airport
access infrastructure.

Partnering with mobility providers to
manage efficient landside airport access
and offer a seamless travel experience to
passengers.

Prepare for a number of different mobility
scenarios in the transition to autonomous
driving and associated changes of business
models.
Provide the required infrastructure for new
mobility modes, e.g. charging infrastructure
and facilities for fleet management.

Develop new business models to supplement traditional non-aviation revenues
such as parking fees.
Know and collaborate with the new players
and stakeholders in the mobility market to
facilitate a smooth transition to driverless
technologies.

“The conference is very important to understand
emerging industry trends, best practices and share
experiences with the air rail industry. The balance
of deep dive into a local link, combined with the
presentations from operators and airports, as well as the
opportunity to share experiences with other operators
are particularly useful.”
Chris Basche, CEO, Brisbane Airtrain, AUSTRALIA

